
HLT1-flow
In (Soft) L0-seeds. Keeps number of seeds to consider small=CPU.

Use VELO full-RZ tracking, VELO-3D tracking only for VELO-RZ matched to L0-seed.
Muon segment search in M2-M5, since no forward/seed tracks!
T-station: partial decoding/tracking in windows defined by seeds.

Reco1 After alleys decision (µ, µ+track, hadron, Ecal): LHCb-ID of tracks which
triggered alleys.

Reco2 Found that Reco1 “different=worse” from off-line tracks. After alleys: do full
3D-VELO, and full-forward tracking. Match Reco1-tracks to full-forward track, and
fast-fit (simplified material description, single pass) matched tracks. Re-apply the
Hlt1 cuts to these tracks. Gives a 30-40% rate reduction for “full” efficiency.

Out1 LHCb-ID of tracks which pass Reco2.
More? Still discrepancy between Reco2-offline, need to (further) investigate:

· Multi-pass fast-fit, with outlier removal in VELO.
· Ghost rejection: off-line studies (LHCb-2007-158, LHCb-2008-026) very

successful, port this to on-line. Warrants specific on-line study: in Hlt1 signal
always has “high” pT.
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Who is Who in HLT1

µ Sandra Amato, Alessia Satta, Bruno Souza de Paula, Leandro de Paulo

µ+t Antonio Perez Calero Yzquierdo, Hugo Ruiz

h Jose Angel Hernado Morata, Stephan Nies

e+γ Mariusz Witek, Katarzyna Senderowska

• Lumi alley (Jaap Panman), VELO-alley (Malcolm John)

• Reco, framework etc..: Johannes Albrecht, Wouter Hulsbergen, Stephanie Hansmann
Menzemer, Gerhard Raven, Tomasz Skwarnicki, Miriam Gandelman

• Commissioning “group”: Eric van Herwijnen, Frederic Teubert, Kim Vervink, Jose,
Jaap, Stephan, Leandro, Gerhard

Lot of x-talk between “functions”, probably forgot somebody...
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HLT2 Incl-Selection & Benchmark Channels

Channel Incl-Sel

Bd → µµK∗ TG, di-l, l
Bd → J/ψ(µµ)KS di-l
Bd → D(∗)−µν l, D
Bd → Dµν l, D
Bs → µµ TG, di-l, l
Bs → J/ψ(µµ)φ di-l
Bs → Ds(KKπ)µν l, D
Z → µ+µ− di-l, l
Bd → D0K∗0 TG, D
Bd → D∗π TG, D
Bd → ρπ TG, γ
Bd → K+π− TG
B → D∗X D, TG
B+

→ D0(KSππ)K+ D, TG
Bs → φφ TG, Incl-φ
Bs → Dsπ TG, D
Bs → DsK TG, D
Bs → D

(∗)
s D

(∗)
s TG, D

Bd → D∗(h+h−)X TG, D
Bu → eeK+ TG, di-l
Bs → φγ γ, Incl-φ

TG Topological trigger: all channels with all decay
products in VELO and require IP cuts off-line.

di-l di-muon (di-lepton?):
all channels with two leptons in the
final state for any di-lepton mass, IP or no-IP.
l Single µX, and µhX:

all channels with single/di- µ which have
either a IP cut off-line, and/or very large pT.

D B → D(→ X)Y:
all decays with a D(*). Also K0

S
in D-decay.

γ γX: radiative decays. π0?
Incl-φ φ+X
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Who is Who in HLT2

Inclusive selections:

Topo Vava Gligorov, Stephan Nies, Neal Gueissaz and/or Marcin Kucharczyk
di-l Johannes Albrecht, Leandro de Paula, Wenbin Qian, James Keaveney,

Dermot Moran
µ(+h) Antonio Yzquierdo, Sara Traynor

DX Jacopo Nardulli, Stefania Ricciardi, Patrick Spradlin, Jaap Panman.
γX Mariusz Witek. Fatima Soomro

Incl-φ Magnus Lieng, Kim Vervink
∗ Framework: Patrick Koppenburg, Vanya Belyaev.
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HLT2-Flow
In Start with only (unfitted) forward tracks (these are the Reco2 of Hlt1, but no fit yet!) to reduce

rate with “simple” cuts:
· Do you require HLT1 tracks in your candidate or not? Hence, are you at all interested in TIS

candidates? If only TOS: use Hlt1 tracks of the Hlt1-alley(line) which you want as seeds.
· Multi-pass fast-fit, with outlier removal in VELO for “few” candidate tracks.
· Ghost rejection...

@?kHz Do seeding+matching+(fast)Kalman fit all tracks, i.e. now have off-line quality of all tracks,
apart from the ultimate alignment/calibration. Also apply (fast) RICH-PID to selected tracks.
What/when this is needed is specified/selection.

Sel Same inclusive selections, but now can rely on full covariance matrix, down stream K0, and π/K
separation.

Out LHCb-IDs of selected tracks.
More? Could in principle use off-line ghost rejection if necessary.

• We do not know the CPU time needed for HLT2, i.e. we cannot know the rates at which one can
use full-fit/PID/K0S etc... See later for some suggested aims for rates.

• During start-up we will start with L0, then if the rate gets to high, bring HLT1 on-line first, than
HLT-2 without Kalman-fit etc. We will probably want to have unbiased and minimum bias triggers
running at reasonable rates (50/500 Hz) for quite some time, to assure that the Flavour Phyics
Group gets their 108 events in a period that the machine/detector are shaken down.
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Inclusive selections
Some points discussed with inclusive selection persons on January 15 by Jose:

1. This is not a regular meeting, you should present results in the PWG (and possibly in the TRec)

2. Aim is to have “few” HLT2-inclusive groups, and one contact person from the HLT1.

In order to start with the selections, the following steps were proposed

1. Collect the different channels for your selection (including control, sidebands)

2. Make a list of the offline cuts and classify the channels for similarity of cuts.

3. Follow what happens in HLT1, (notes, Trec) and ask the HLT1 contact person.

4. Write a HLT2 inclusive selection, one file per inclusive selection and not per person!

5. Consider different scenarios (as Gabriel did) for max efficiency for an output rate of 1-5 kHz/inclusive
selection. Provide few knobs (cuts) to allow the bandwidth division.

6. Patrick and Vava have already implemented the topological trigger in HLT2, can be used as example.
DiMuon and Muon+Track are already available in HLT2.

7. Incorporate fast fit. Johannes has already an algorithm to modify all the forward tracks with the fast fit. He
has sent an email of how to do it. Not clear yet which of the two approaches to follow (or both):

• Fast fit the track of your candidates (compare HLT1, Xabier’s talk at Trec of December)

• Fast fit all the tracks and re-apply your inclusive selection (a la Gabriel)

8. It is not clear now what is the rate of HLT1 and HLT2 and the time that they take, studies are ongoing.
Assume a HLT1 rate 20-30 kHz and HLT2 (before seeding/PID) ∼ 5 kHz.

9. Note that Miriam’s will run the bandwidth division with L0+HLT1+HLT2 using your knobs.
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Other comments

1. Be patient: the HLT1 code evolves quickly, be ready to adapt your code. These are some of the
changes in the HLT: HLT1 with configurables, using the fast fit, new bandwidth division, HLT1 with
LoKi Hybrid...

2. When you write your inclusive selection, think about the monitoring of each step/cut. Utilities exist
in the current HLT2, review them. Use the TisTos tool to follow the survival of the TOS candidates.
If you need to get the candidates of a step, some work needs to be done in the HLT2 framework.

3. There is a list of offline selected DST’s in Hans’ castor area.
(http://lhcb-trig.web.cern.ch/lhcb-trig/HLT/benchmark.pdf)
You should produce selected DSTs, please include in the DST the selected B candidates, and let the
trigger know to be able to do the BW-division.
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